Abstract
Introduction
independent factorial experiments that investigate the impact of UV light and fishing found 77 additive impacts in 17 cases, subadditive impacts in 5 cases and superadditive impacts in 78 12 cases (7). So far, this variation is explained by context dependence (7), including the 79 number of threats considered and the trophic level of the species experiencing the threat. 80 Here, we investigate an alternative explanation for the observed variation: additivity of 81 joint damages of threats can change with varying magnitude of threat impacts. 82 Investigating different magnitudes of threat impacts is difficult in both observational and 83 experimental studies because any experiment would need to be structured factorially, with 84 the species or community being exposed to the threats individually and in combination, 
99
When a threat on a population occurs it passes through several stages before we see the 100 damage ( Fig.1) . In this paper, we distinguish between impact and damage. The impact is 101 defined as the actual reduction of a population parameter that the threat causes (Table 1) . 102 For example, we could have a cyclone (a threat) occurring at a reef. This cyclone might 103 reduce the amount of habitat available for the fish population, i.e. the carrying capacity is 104 reduced. This reduction of the fishes carrying capacity is the actual impact on the 105 population. Damage on the other hand is the effect of the cyclone that we can measure at 106 some point after the threat has occurred, usually this is a population reduction. Joint damage is the reduction in population equilibrium size that can be measure after two threats have occurred.
Additivity index
The additivity index gives a characteristic of the joint damage in relation to the dame caused by a single threat. It ranges from -1 to 1 and can be categories as additivity types: superadditive ( ), additive ( ) or subadditive ( ).
In this study, we analyse the conditions within a population and threats that lead to 
impacts would indicate that the two impacts occur independently with no influence on one 151 another, while multiplicative would indicate that they change the impact of one another.
152
One example for non-independence is if they act consecutively, i.e. the impact of threat 2 153 affects the parameter that has already been impacted by threat 1. Which one is most 154 appropriate could be dependent on the actual threats and how they affect the physiologic 155 state of the modelled organisms. However, this is not something that is usually 156 investigated, so it is hard to determine which one is more appropriate in a given situation. 
168
When A is negative the joint damage is superadditive; when A is positive then the joint 169 damage is subadditive. 170 We consider four different types of interacting threats (Table 2 ). In our first two cases, both Both threats only impact the carrying capacity
 Always positive Both threats only influence the growth rate
One threat of the growth rate and one on the carrying capacity
 Always positive Both threats influence both parameters
We first analytically analyse the additivity index for the different cases. However, since the 180 interaction is not consistent for each case, we cannot find one overall condition rather a set 181 of conditional statements that depend on the case (Table 2) 
Results

203
The results of the simulations agree with the results of the analytical analysis; consequently 204 both are appropriate for analysing the threat interactions. However, caution has to be given 205 to the defined parameter space to prevent negative population sizes.
Cases 1 and 2 both concentrate on one of the population parameters (Fig 2) . Generally, it can be said that the additivity index decreases from zero towards negative one 214 until it hits the extinction line, then the additivity index starts to increase until it reaches 215 positive 1. As harvest levels increase (Fig 2) , the extinction line moves closer towards the 216 origin, as extinction occurs at lower threat levels. impacts of one or either population parameters. 249 Next, we consider the relationship between the population parameter and the population 250 equilibrium (Fig 3) . When increasing the threats (e.g. from 0 to 1) on the growth rate we 251 can see a decrease in the population equilibrium (Fig 3A) . This decrease is first slow then 252 becomes steeper resulting in a concave relationship. On the other hand, when increasing 253 the threat impacts on the carrying capacity the population equilibrium decreases linearly 254 ( Fig 3B) . Finally, when we increase the impact on both parameters at different levels (Fig   255   3C ), we can identify all three; convex (red line), linear (blue lines) and concave (green 256 line) relationships (Fig 3D) . 
270
Management benefit per 5% threat impact change displays a large variation from as low as 271 0% increase of the no threat population equilibrium up to 4300% increase ( Several factors influence the management benefit experienced by a population when 277 particular threats are decreased. First, there is the magnitude of the threat impact. The 278 impact on the parameter growth rate shows some variation with benefit being higher in the 279 extreme case (high and low magnitude) versus the medium magnitude (Fig 4a) . On the 280 other hand, the threat impact of the carrying capacity shows a clear decrease of 281 management benefit with a decrease in magnitude. The lowest threat impact doubles or 282 even triplets the management benefit experienced (Fig 4b) . The largest amount of variation 283 is explained when we consider the additivity together with the benefit (Fig 4c) . 
Discussion
296
This study explored the interaction behaviour of two threats acting upon two population 297 parameters in theoretical populations. We found that, contrary to orthodox assumptions, 298 the joint damage of threats is not inherent to the particular threat combination (7, 9). Even 299 in a simple, one-species model, the additivity can exhibit qualitative changes, depending on 300 the affected parameter, and the magnitude of the impact on a threat. Our results therefore 301 suggest that studies or reviews should be careful when they attribute the qualitative type of 302 additivity to particular combinations of threats (4), and be aware that the parameters 303 affected and the magnitude of the impact could be driving the threat behaviour.
304
In our models, superadditivity only occurs if there are several impacts on the growth rate.
305
This can be explained by the concave relationship between the intrinsic growth rate and the 306 equilibrium population size (Fig. 3a) . Following this curve toward the origin, we see that 307 the slope increases in response to increasing threats. A threat with twice the impact will 308 therefore cause more than double the damage to the equilibrium population size. In 309 contrast, the joint damage of threats will be additive when the slope is constant, i.e. a linear 310 relationship between the population parameter and the population equilibrium. On the 311 other hand, the additive joint damage when only the carrying capacity is impacted can be 312 related to the linearity of its relationship to the equilibrium population size (Fig. 3b) . parameter-equilibrium relationships that can be both convex and concave ( Fig. 3c-d ). This 324 means that at high levels of the growth rate and the carrying capacity the curve is concave, 325 causing superadditivity and at low levels convex, causing subadditivity without extinction.
326
This confirms our results and leads to the conclusion that we can infer the additive 327 behavior from the curvature of the applicable curve. 
